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One of the fundamental problems for an historian of Alexander the Great is the interpretation in 
the sources. All of the extant sources for Alexander the Great were written several hundred years 
after the events they chronicle, and as a result all drew on earlier written sources that are now lost. 

Two of the extant sources are Quintus Curtius Rufus and Diodorus Siculus. Both Curtius and 
Diodorus are part of the “vulgate” tradition that derives mainly from the work of the historian 
Cleitarchus. In spite of this, there are many differences between Diodorus and Curtius even when 
they draw on Cleitarchus for the same event.  

One such instance is found in their descriptions of the selection of Abdalonymus to be the king of 
Sidon. This episode is found at Diodorus 17.47 and Curtius 4.1.15-26 (below). For this paper you 
will compare and contrast these two accounts in order to better understand the ways in which 
ancient historians deal with and interpret their sources for their own aims and concerns. Some 
questions you might wish to consider: 

• Does the basic factual narrative differ between the two historians? 
• What details are present in one account, but not the other? What might this show about the 
purposes of the two historians?  
• Do the two accounts contradict? What might the preference of the historians for one version 
over another show about them and their purposes? 
• What larger purpose does this episode serve for the two historians? Is there a moral? Look 
again at the preface to Diodorus too. 
• What broader conclusions can we draw about how ancient historians use and interpret their 
own sources? 

Based on your analysis, explain why Curtius and Diodorus shape their versions the way they do, 
and what they want their audience to take away from them. You should not attempt to determine 
which account is more likely to be correct or accurately represent Cleitarchus. The purpose of this 
paper is to better understand how ancient historians shape their accounts and decide how to 
present their material. Do not be judgmental, and remember, ancient historians have different 
standards than modern historians. You are to limit your analysis to the ancient texts themselves – 
do not look at modern scholarship or outside sources. I want to read what you have to say, not 
what someone else has to say. Looking at outside sources will result in an automatic F on the 
assignment. 

Use direct quotes sparingly and when they will specifically illustrate the point you are trying to 
make. Try to avoid excessive summary. Whenever you quote or paraphrase, be sure to cite the 
ancient author. Cite the text by the sentence numbers, either in the sentence or parenthetically; 
e.g. “As Curtius says at 12…” or “as explained by Diodorus (3)” Use Times New Roman or a similar 
serif font, double-spaced, with 1” margins all around. Don’t forget to put a page number at the 
bottom of each page. Papers are due on February 10 by 5pm. Send your paper as 
a .doc, .docx, .pdf, or .rtf attachment to cmuntz@uark.edu. Late papers will not be accepted except 
in cases of documented emergencies. 
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Curtius Rufus  
1 In Sidon Straton was ruling, supported by the power of Darius; but because he had surrendered 
rather at the desire of the people than of his own accord, he was deemed unworthy to rule and 
Hephaestion was allowed to choose as king from among the Sidonians the one whom he thought 
most worthy of that high station. 2 Hephaestion was the guest of two young men distinguished 
among their countrymen; when they were offered the privilege of ruling, they said that according 
to the custom of their country no one was admitted to that eminence unless born of royal stock. 3 
Hephaestion, admiring the lofty spirit that declined what others sought by fire and sword, said 
“Accept my congratulations, since you have been the first to appreciate how much greater it is to 
disdain royal power than to receive it.” But name someone of royal descent, who will remember 
that he is holding a sovereignty that was conferred by you.” 

4 And they, although they were aware that many, eager for so great a prospect, were already 
courting various friends of Alexander from excessive longing for the throne, decided that no one 
was preferable to a certain Abdalonymus, a man who had, it is true, a distant connexion with the 
royal family, but who, because of narrow means, was cultivating a garden in the suburbs at scanty 
profit. 5 The reason for his poverty, as is true of many men, was his honesty, and intent as he was 
on his daily toil, he did not hear the din of arms which had shaken all Asia. 6 Unexpectedly then 
the young men who were mentioned before came with the insignia of the royal dress into the 
garden, which, as it chanced, Abdalonymus was engaged in clearing up, by plucking out the 
fruitless weeds. 7 Then, after hailing him as king, one of them said: “You must change that mean 
garb of yours for the apparel which you see in my hands; wash yourself, stained as you are by the 
dirt and filth of the earth ; take on the spirit of a king and bring over your constancy into that 
fortune of which you are worthy. And when you sit upon the royal throne, master of the life and 
death of all the citizens, do not forget the condition in which—nay, by Heaven! because of which
—you are receiving the crown.” 

8 It all seemed to Abdalonymus like a dream; from time to time he kept asking whether those who 
were so saucily making sport of him were altogether sane. But when, as he hesitated, the dirt was 
washed from his body and a robe adorned with purple and gold was put upon him, and the good 
faith of the messengers was confirmed by oaths, now a king in earnest, attended by the same 
youths, he entered the palace. 

9 Then Rumour, as is her wont, busily ran about through the whole city ; the approval of some, the 
indignation of others, was manifest, all the richest citizens appeared before Alexander's friends 
and protested against the new king's low condition and his poverty. 10 Alexander at once ordered 
that he be given audience, and after gazing at him for a long time said: “Your bearing does not 
belie the report of your origin, but I am glad to know of the patience with which you have 
endured privation.” Then the new king replied: “I only hope that I may be able to endure 
sovereignty with the same spirit! These hands have been able to satisfy my desires; having nothing, 
I have lacked nothing.” 

11 From these words of Abdalonymus the king gained an impression of his high character. 
Accordingly he gave orders that not only the regal equipment of Straton should be assigned to 
him, but also many articles from the Persian booty; he also added to his dominion a territory 
adjacent to the city. 



Diodorus Siculus 
1 Alexander installed as king of Sidon a man named Abdalonymus, the story of whose career I 
cannot omit because it is an example of a quite astonishing reversal of fortune. 
2 The former king, Straton, was deprived of his throne because of his friendship for Darius, and 
Alexander invited Hephaestion to nominate as king of Sidon any personal guest-friend whom he 
wished. 3 At first he favoured the host with whom he found pleasant lodging, and proposed that 
he should be designated master of the city. He was prominent among the citizens in wealth and 
position, but not being related to those who had been kings he would not accept the offer. 
4 Hephaestion then asked him to make a choice from among the members of the royal family, 
and he said that he knew a man of royal descent who was wise and good in all respects, but he was 
poor in the extreme. 5 Hephaestion nevertheless agreed that he should be given the royal power, 
and the one who had been given the choice went off to find the man he had named, bearing with 
him the royal dress, and came upon him drawing water for hire in a garden, dressed in common 
rags. 6 He informed him of the transformation in his position, dressed him in the king's robe, and 
gave him the other appropriate trappings of office. Then he conducted him to the market place 
and proclaimed him king of Sidon. 7 Everyone accepted him with enthusiasm and marveled at 
the vicissitudes of Fortune. Thus he became a Friend of Alexander's and took over the kingdom, 
an instructive example to those who do not know the incredible changes which Fortune can 
effect. 


